TRANSFORMING LIVES OF GIRLS AND TAKING THEM TO
GREATER HEIGHTS
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2417: THE NUMBER OF IIMPACT GIRLS WHO GRADUATED FROM
ACROSS CENTERS AND WILL BE PURSUING HIGHER STUDIES FROM THIS
SESSION ONWARDS!

9: THE NUMBER OF STATES WITH IIMPACT CENTERS TILL DATE, AND
COUNTING..

WITH DREAMS IN OUR EYES WE CARRY ON
(Photo Credit: Ananya Indwar)

If you want to reach a goal, you must 'see the reaching' in your own mind before you
actually arrive at your goal. ‐ Zig Ziglar
In the same way we vision our girls moving ahead in their lives and doing well. And for
this IIMPACT is by their side as they take a step closer to their dreams. IIMPACT is
trying to achieve this goal in different ways







Providing quality education
Expanding geographical reach
Assistance for continuing studies beyond primary
Spreading awareness among family and community members
Sponsorship of girls beyond class 5
Support to physically challenged girls

IIMPACT’s mission is beyond just providing primary education to the girls. It is to
empower the girls with a strong foundation so that they can grow and soar to heights
that they would probably never have dreamt about. This is the reason why IIMPACT
continues its association with the girls long after they have left our learning centers.
Each student passing out of an IIMPACT learning centre has a different story to tell.
Some continue to study, some get married and some stop studying for various reasons.
But the life skills imparted to them in our learning centers continue with them for ever.
We can confidently say today that each one of them has gained valuable learnings from
their time at IIMPACT. We have been a part of their journey at and beyond IIMPACT.


PROVIDING QUALITY EDUCATION TO GIRLS IN
REMOTE AREAS

“Girls passing out from IIMPACT
learning centers have great potential
to continue in higher education.
Currently about 70% of girls
completing class 5 from IIMPACT are
continuing their education into
higher classes.” ‐Extract from the 10th
Anniversary Report

In a remote location in the forests of Odisha, an unheard of
village in Jharkhand, across hills in Dehradun and in interior
regions of Uttar Pradesh, who would have imagined a small
room / hut / makeshift shelter bustling with the sweet voices
of girls studying. These are the IIMPACT learning centers.
Here girls who have never been to school and some who did not even know what it
meant to go to a school are learning what their more fortunate counterparts are
learning in big schools in towns and cities.
Getting the girls to school is not a sufficient condition to transform the lives of girls.
They are also being provided with quality education that will stay with them for the rest
of their lives and in various ways enhance their thought and outlook.

NEWS FROM THE SAR‐LA IIMPACT RESOURCE CENTER
The IIMPACT Resource Center was established with the support of Sar‐La Education
Trust, Mumbai, with the objective of creating, maintaining and perpetuating high
standards of primary education in our learning centers specifically through training of
teachers in the delivery of Multi‐Grade Multi‐Level methodology found so very
successful in IIMPACT learning centers.
The following trainings were conducted in this
quarter:
MURSHIDABAD: Multi‐Grade and Multi‐Level
Training Program was held over 4 days in the
month of April. 20 teachers of Murshidabad
attended this program. The focus was on Language,
Mathematics and other subjects in a multilevel
multi grade format. This concept was explained
with the help of role plays and group activities.
LUCKNOW: Refresher Subject Training was held at Lucknow from the 5th to 9th of
June. 36 teachers of IIMPACT learning centers participated in this training. Peer
learning and group activities were a major feature of this training. The teachers shared
the problems they faced in their respective
classrooms and learnt how the other teachers
coped with similar problems.
Apart from this each subject was taken up and
various topics were covered in each, with emphasis
on the techniques to explain concepts to children
and to use a practical approach. For example, in
Hindi, synonyms, antonyms, sentence formation, fill
ups, sentence formation and alike were discussed.
In Mathematics, LCM, HCF, multiplication, division, decimals, factors and many more
were discussed. In EVS, earth, globe, stars, suns, various seasons, hilly areas, desert
areas, plains, vegetation in hills and mountains, rivers etc. were discussed. In English,
word meanings, grammar rules, sentence formation, synonyms, antonyms and alike
were discussed.

SHEOPUR: Foundation Training was held at the newest project area Sheopur in
Madhya Pradesh. 26 teachers attended the training along with 3 supervisors and the
project in charge. It was a 5 day workshop. The focus of the training was training
teachers on entry level pedagogy, classroom management and interactive ways of
teaching the out of school girls. They were taught the development of TLM’s, poems, art
and craft.
 EXPANDING GEOGRAPHICAL REACH
When a project is successful in one region it becomes imperative to expand the reach by
replicating it with equal efficiency and productivity in other geographical regions. This
way a larger number of our target population reaps the benefits of the noble cause of
being educated. IIMPACT’s model has been replicated with an outstanding success rate
in 9 States of India. The growth has been consistent and it carries on undeterred. It gets
more and more out‐of‐school girls with untapped potential under the purview of our
project with the goal of impacting their lives in the most positive ways possible.


ASSISTANCE FOR CONTINUING
STUDIES BEYOND PRIMARY

On being asked if they would support their
daughters going out of the village for further studies
or job 90% respondents in villages of Odisha where
IIMPACT works agreed that they would send their
daughters out of the village (even to a large city) if
she wanted to study further or took up a job. To the
same question in UP 60% and in Rajasthan 70% of
respondents gave affirmative answers.

IIMPACT assists its girls and their parents who
want to continue their education in finding a
suitable school for their secondary and senior
secondary education. Not only this, some girls
‐Extract from IIMPACT’s 10th Anniversary Report
who complete their schooling and wish to study
further are counseled and any kind of support possible is provided to them.


SPREADING AWARENESS AMONG FAMILY AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Alongside their education, the girls’ families and communities are also being sensitized
and made aware about education as an
essential tool to living a respectable and
fruitful life. This is with the prospect that along
with the IIMPACT girls, their sisters and other
girls will also get enrolled in schools.
IIMPACT has been able to garner support of
the community members and the parents of
the girls. They support our girl child education
programme in their village and also provide
any kind of support required. For example, this
mother (in picture) of two girls from IIMPACT’s Selaqui center (Dehradun) on being

asked about sending her girls to school says that they are very happy with the center
and that her girls are learning well. She also said “we had to go to our village recently
but since my daughters would miss out on the classes we left them with our older
daughter who is married so that they could come to the center uninterrupted”. The
Pradhan of another village in Dehradun is providing all the necessary help needed to
run the learning center. He has promised to install fans and provide electricity to the
centers in the villages under his jurisdiction.



SPONSORING GIRLS IN NEED

Many of the girls who wish to continue
their education after passing out from
IIMPACT centers face barriers in the
form of financial difficulties, distance of
the new school and in turn commuting
problems.
Because
of
these
impediments even parents who are
supportive of their daughter continuing
education are rendered helpless and
Alumni of IIMPACT centers in Alwar filling up
are left with no choice but to get their
Sponsorship forms
daughter married. It is for these girls
Graduates of IIMPACT centers are pursuing higher studies today
and families that IIMPACT tries its best
despite challenges.(Photo Credit: Ananya Indwar)
for a sponsorship so that they can keep
dreaming on! IIMPACT will extend support to the girls who are from financially
deprived families and who want to study further beyond Class 9 in schools or colleges.
Furthermore, it is our endeavour to support the physically challenged girls who are not
able to study further due to various obstacles arising from their disability.
PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THE PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED
As IIMPACT is expanding its reach there is an increase not only in the number of girls
who show keen desire to join the learning center but there has been an increase in the
number of physically challenged girls and slow learners. The number is more in the
centers in Dehradun. IIMPACT is providing all the possible support to such girls.
Teachers are also trained to a certain extent to be able to deal
with their special needs. The most heartening aspect of learning
centers where such girls study is the way the other girls make
them feel like one of them.
GOING TO SCHOOL ON A WHEEL CHAIR

Her mother gets her dressed for school with kohl rimmed eyes, oiled hair and neatly
pressed clothes. She is brought to the center by her father on her wheelchair. She has
been coming to the learning center regularly and attends each of the lessons. Her elder
sister is also in the same center and helps her out occasionally. She is very shy in the
class but at home she will fire away all that she has learnt during the day. Their father
says that both sisters recite the poems and count numbers they have learnt. He says that
she is a bright girl and he hopes that she can study further. The
teacher of the center says that she is very keen to study and
comes to school regularly. The other girls at the center encourage
her to respond and participate in the class.
HELPING THE GIRLS RISE!
It is a great achievement for IIMPACT that the girls who have
graduated from IIMPACT learning centers over the past few
years are today at different stages and levels of education. It is
most satisfying to see girls who are
pursuing their BA, B.Sc. and who
express the desire to do B.Ed. or
study beyond just graduation.
Many of them have explored these
possibilities after graduation and
have taken the help of their
teachers and other IIMPACT staff
to decide what they want to do.
Becoming a teacher features in the
future plan of many of the girls
Alumni of IIMPACT, Alwar centers along with IIMPACT staff
who have graduated. Apart from
this some girls wish to pursue a
course in computers, law and nursing. A few even dream of pursuing engineering and
medicine. This only shows that the girls have become aware of their options and are
eager to pursue their dreams. At such a crucial juncture IIMPACT is wholly supporting
these girls and hope that others too join in the pursuit of their dreams.
MANISHA
Manisha’s family consists of her parents, two brothers and a sister.
Her father is a farmer and all her siblings are studying. Her father is
supportive when it comes to studying. Manisha does all the house
work and also finds the time to study. Her father’s earnings are not
sufficient to run the entire family.

Manisha has just cleared the 10th boards. She wishes to complete her schooling. She has
to enroll in another school for her class 11 and 12. After that she hopes to do a course in
computers and then work in a government bank or become a teacher. She says that she
will work very hard to get in to a bank. However, her journey towards her goal will not
be an easy one. She will be faced with challenges like finances for her education,
commuting etc. We at IIMPACT will strive hard to support her in every possible way.

VISITORS TO IIMPACT CENTERS
Representatives of Otis visit sponsored centers in Diamond Harbour,West Bengal
Ms. Laxmi Agarwal, Otis representing UTC visited a few centers at Diamond Harbour.

Ms. Agarwal interacting with the girls at the center

Meeting with the mothers

IIMPACT Centers participate in the ‘Happiness Project'!
The Ambrose School, which is one of our
donors organized the ‘Happiness Project’
in different countries. The girls of the two
centers Ambrose LC and Vinson‐Owen LC
took part in answering the question “What
makes you happy?”
Ms. Archana Saraf who was representing
the Project, visited the centers to collect
The girls busy drawing what makes them happy

girls

the data. The students of the Ambrose School and Vinson Owen School crafted beautiful
quits with their drawings and presented them to their sponsored learning centers.
Ms Dhingra of Orient Craft at IIMPACT
CENTER

The quilt presented to the Vinson Owen Center

Ms. Saraf at the Center
.

Ms Manju Dhingra of Orient Craft spent a morning interacting with girls at an IIMPACT
Learning Centre in Mewat. Ms Dhingra introduced the girls to some interesting facts
related to the topics currently being covered at the Learning Centre. She was very
impressed by the girls general awareness and their quick ability to grasp and apply the
new concepts that were shared.

IIMPACT TEAM VISITS CENTERS IN DEHRADUN
Mrs. Tandon, CEO, IIMPACT along with Priyanka, Project officer, Documentation and
Kundan, Benefeciary Data Officer visited over
15 centers in Dehradun in the month of June.
IIMPACT’s partner NGO Mamta Samajik
Sanstha had organized the entire visit. The
team spent a good amount of time in each of
the centers, interacting with the girls, listening
to their stories, and even doing some activities
along with them. Here is an overview of the
visit in pictures.
Mrs. Tandon with the girls

To the right is a picture of a little girl from the
Timli learning centre. She is at the Level 1. Along
with reciting poems, she told us that she had 11
brothers and sisters. When asked to tell us their
names and ages, she did so with fluency and
ease. This was followed by a few other related
questions and she impressed us all.. This little
girl who has never been to a school before knew
her numbers well and could count.

Showing us how many siblings she has!

One of the older girls at the Timli center

The fun way of learning poems

INTERNS
Ananya Gupta
In the past month we were joined by a talented young girl
from Vasant Valley School. Her name is Ananya Gupta and
she is 14 years. She decided to work with IIMPACT as she
connected deeply with the cause of empowering the girl
child through education. Ananya is a budding writer and
has already published a book called “Life: Opening Eyes”.
She says about her book “It is a book of poetry on various

occurrences I encountered from being a preteen of 12 to a fussy teenager at 14”. At
IIMPACT, she visited a couple of learning centers and has penned her thoughts
beautifully. Through the eyes of a girl the same age as many girls at our learning centers,
we hope that the stories she writes will touch a cord with everyone. She shares her
experience of being associated with IIMPACT:
“It was an absolute honor to be given the opportunity and privilege to visit some of the
girls and young women at the IIMPACT centre in Nuh. To come to terms with the beliefs in
our society, yet watch them turn flexible through education is an experience in itself.
Interacting with these girls, who are so determined to learn with high aspirations, inspires
me to help them achieve their goals. Hearing from them in their own words and emotions
about their days work, their interests etc cannot be matched with any report read
otherwise. I have only met them once, yet I feel attached to them and sympathize with
their issues.
Being a girl myself, I feel proud to see, and help perpetuate a change in the mindset of our
people as well as make these girls self sufficient and independent.
I am delighted to contribute to a noble and heartwarming cause so
close to my heart. I look forward to visiting again and bonding with
my 60 new friends.”
Ananya Indwar
Another young achiever to join us is Ananya Indwar. A student of
The British School, she is just 15 years old but has many
distinguished awards and achievements under her belt! She has
won The Principal’s Award 2012‐2013 and The Director’s Award
for academic excellence in her school. A keen sportsperson,
traveler, a high achiever in academics with a passion to serve the
community, Ananya has joined IIMPACT as she was impressed with the work and felt
that this was a cause close to her heart. She has had tremendous exposure to social
philanthropy and has done a lot too. At IIMPACT she will be using her talent in
Photography and making short films to take the IIMPACT story to a larger audience. She
says about her first visit to an IIMPACT learning center:

“I genuinely never believed that my two visits to the villages would change me as much as
it has done. Volunteering at IIMPACT has taught me that sometimes all we have to do is
step out of the bubble we live in for reality to hit us. In Mewat, the little children touched
all our hearts with the simplicity of their happiness and willingness to learn. They recited
timetables, poems and stories all with infectious enthusiasm. What became increasingly
apparent was their love of studying. At Alwar, all of us found ourselves with goose bumps
as we heard the graduating girls talk about their dreams and aspirations. In those couple
of hours, the penny dropped.
I realized that we were all playing the same game of life at different levels. The girls were
just like us, no different. At the sane tine, it was truly humbling to see how the girl‐child
project of IIMPACT had helped them develop, and given these talented girls an opportunity
they otherwise would not have had. It was uplifting and liberating. It gave me a whole
new perspective on the way I viewed myself and those around me; I have been sensitive to
this cause for a long time, and this experience has strengthened my resolve and
commitment to make a difference.
At IIMPACT, I hope to capture the inspiring lives of these girls through visual imagery,
photographic portraits, videos and movies. I aspire to bring their stories back to big cities
and show everyone what these girls desire, need and want.”

Girls of IIMPACT who are setting an example in their village!
(Photo by: Ananya Indwar)

